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Computer programmers are highly valuable in the job market today, with openings for everything
from Web developers to software engineers popping up regularly on job boards all over the world.
That's because almost every government, organization, and business uses computers to connect to
systems and networks that form the basis of their operations. Programmers have to know how to
work within these systems and networks, using different programming languages to create and adapt
software that helps their employers get things done. While many colleges offer courses in different
programming languages, you can also learn some of the most popular languages on your own by
using online tutorials and tools.

HTML
Websites are built from a coding language called HTML, short for Hypertext Markup Language.
Developed by Tim Berners-Lee in 1991, HTML allows the structuring of text and images on a Web
page. The coded directions tell a Web browser how to organize and display the information on a page.
With HTML, you can control the text size and typeface, spacing, and formatting like bulleted lists and
italics, and you can also adjust the sizes of images and their positions on the page.

HTML: An Introduction
Live Demo: Working With Paragraphs in HTML
HTML Tutorial for Beginners
Playing With HTML Paragraphs: Formatting Examples
Reviewing the Top Free HTML Editors
Creating Links in HTML

C++
In 1979, Bjarne Stroustrup noticed that computer programs were getting larger and more complex.
At that time, many programmers used a language called C to create sets of instructions for computers
to follow. Stroustrup created an updated version of C to handle these larger tasks and called it C++.
The name refers to the basic structure taken from C but with a new approach to make it easier to
write large amounts of code. This new approach was called object-oriented programming (OOP), and
it greatly simplified the code, meaning that programs could run more efficiently and faster. However,
C++ is platform-dependent, meaning that the code must be written for a specific machine to read.
This presented a large limitation for C++ code, since it could not adapt to different operating systems
without being rewritten.

Today, many computer programs and video games are written in C++, since these require speedy
code to work well. Many companies look for C++ programmers, since a lot of communications
software is written in this language.

Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming
How to Structure Code in C++
Learn C++ Programming
How C++ Code Is Structured
Arrays in C++

https://www.w3schools.com/html/html_intro.asp
https://www.tutorialrepublic.com/codelab.php?topic=html&file=paragraphs
https://websitesetup.org/html-tutorial-beginners/
https://html.com/paragraphs/
https://www.lifewire.com/best-free-html-editors-for-windows-3471313
https://www.quackit.com/html/examples/html_links_examples.cfm
http://ee402.eeng.dcu.ie/introduction/chapter-1---introduction-to-object-oriented-programming
http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/lab/cplus/c++.rules/chap4.html#sect1
https://www.programiz.com/cpp-programming
http://www.cplusplus.com/doc/tutorial/variables/
https://www.cpp.edu/~elab/ECE114/Array.html
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Learn C++: Introduction

Java
In 1991, James Gosling created the Java language based on the idea of "write once, run anywhere"
(WORA). This meant that unlike C++, which was platform dependent, Java could run on any machine
by installing the Java Runtime Environment. But like C++, Java is an object-oriented programming
language, which makes it more efficient and accessible.

Over the years, Java has increased in popularity and found its way onto the list of the most used
development platforms in the world. One of the reasons for this is its massive library of classes.
Classes are templates for behaviors or instructions to complete specific tasks. The large amount of
classes available means that programming with Java can be more accessible and efficient. Another
major advantage of Java is that it's multithreaded, meaning that multiple parts of a program can run
simultaneously. Java also uses a just-in-time (JIT) compiler that bolsters program performance.

Learning Java Basics: Variables
Java Operators
The Java Language
Your First Java Program: Hello World
Java Programming Tutorial: Object-Oriented Programming Basics
Java Data Types

Python
One of the disadvantages of programming languages like C++ and Java is that the code can be long
and messy. These languages require many tags and classes that are specific to the action you want a
computer to perform. In 1989, Guido van Rossum developed Python with the purpose of simplifying
the amount of code needed to perform tasks. This resulted in faster processing times because the
computer had to read less code. It also meant cleaner, more elegant code, which increased legibility.

Python's simplicity has to do with its classification as a high-level programming language. High-level
languages automate a large amount of computing work that would otherwise have to be manually
written by the programmer in languages such as C++. As a result, the language used to program in
Python is much more natural because it has less to do with the complex workings of computers and
more to do with pre-programmed commands. This attribute contributes to Python's popularity as a
beginner-friendly language.

Python is widely used among software engineers, data analysts, accountants, and network engineers.
These jobs often involve repetitive tasks such as renaming and uploading files, and Python presents
an easy way to automate these tasks.

Understanding Python: Context
Simple Numeric Computation in Python
Assigning Variables in Python
Python Strings
Python Loop Examples
List Less Than Ten Example in Python

Ruby
From the beginning, programmers have continually aimed to simplify long and complex programming
languages. C++ and Java require lengthy text commands that have very specific functions, so you
have to memorize a large vocabulary of commands to achieve what you want. But like Python, Ruby

https://www.codesdope.com/cpp-introduction/
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/nutsandbolts/variables.html
http://journals.ecs.soton.ac.uk/java/tutorial/java/nutsandbolts/operators.html
http://web.cecs.pdx.edu/~harry/musings/JavaLang.html
https://introcs.cs.princeton.edu/java/11hello/
https://www.smartadvocate.com/
https://introcs.cs.princeton.edu/java/11hello/
https://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/ehchua/programming/java/J3a_OOPBasics.html
https://cs.fit.edu/~ryan/java/language/java-data.html
http://anh.cs.luc.edu/handsonPythonTutorial/context.html
https://sandbox.mc.edu/~bennet/python/code/num1_py.html
http://www.pitt.edu/~naraehan/python2/tutorial4.html
https://developers.google.com/edu/python/strings
https://www.cyberciti.biz/faq/python-for-loop-examples-statements/
https://www.practicepython.org/exercise/2014/02/15/03-list-less-than-ten.html
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is a high-level, object-oriented programming language. It is also dynamic, meaning that variables
don't have to be declared before they're used, which saves quite a bit of coding work.

Released in 1995 by Japanese developer Yukihiro "Matz" Matsumoto, Ruby is a simpler language
that's easy to use. Because of this, programmers can focus on assigning processes instead of coding
everything from scratch. Ruby is also the basis for Ruby on Rails, a framework that provides default
structures for different applications. This means that the general structure of many conventional
applications is already done, and the programmer only has to specify anything considered
"unconventional." This is a great help, since most people starting on Ruby are only creating
conventional applications such as Web pages and data analysis programs.

Ruby Exercises With Solutions and Video Walkthroughs
How to Write Your First Ruby Program
Seven Interesting Ruby Programming Examples
Creating a Sample Array in Ruby
Ruby Primer: Introduction to Objects
Ruby Explained: Objects and Methods

Close

https://launchschool.com/books/ruby/read/intro_exercises
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-write-your-first-ruby-program
https://www.smartadvocate.com/Products/SmartAdvocate-Case-Management-Software
https://www.rubyguides.com/2019/02/ruby-code-examples/
https://apidock.com/ruby/Array/sample
https://rubymonk.com/learning/books/1-ruby-primer/chapters/6-objects/lessons/35-introduction-to-objects
https://www.eriktrautman.com/posts/ruby-explained-objects-and-methods
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